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Abstract: If optimization software creates better solutions than any other available
product it doesn’t imply that users are willing to use this product. The user has to
be part of the software development process to guarantee the acceptance of the final
product. This paper describes our approach to achieve this critical success factor of an
industrially used decision support system.

1 Introduction

Background. In this work-in-progress paper we describe the requirements- and usability

engineering processes of a software product for companies operating in large areas such

as water, power or telecommunication suppliers. The functionality of the product includes

scheduling vehicles while minimizing driving costs subject to:

• given resources and tasks with time windows: the usual VRP constraints [CDD+01]

• a predictive consideration of repetitive tasks

• a partial order of tasks: e.g. task A has to be finished before task F starts but after

task N is completed

• lunch breaks: within a certain time window there has to be a lunch break of certain

duration. A vehicle must neither perform any task nor travel during its lunch break.

• further customer specific issues which are too specific to be implemented in the

product and therefore need user interaction: e.g. adjustment of the original schedule

due to a vehicle breakdown, traffic jam or unexpected new tasks

Problem. Even if all requirements a customer specified for a software product are satisfied

it is not clear, whether it will provide the expected added value. In our context this means,

that even if we are able to provide optimal solutions to practical VRP, we don’t know

whether users will be able and willing to use the tool to create them. In particular we can’t

predict the benefit of various features the product provides. For a successful product it is

thus not sufficient to satisfy requirements such as ”I can optimize the schedule by pressing

a button” which are often asked for by certain stakeholders. This is just a prerequisite
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